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Dream big, work hardDream big, work hard
Armed with nothing but a green thumb and a sunny attitude, Beatrice Palmer relishes the challenge of turning her

grandparents’ lovely old homestead into a thriving organic farm. The summer growing season leaves her no time for

finding Mr. Right, but after her last relationship ended in disaster, Bea couldn’t care less. She’s got her family, her

hilarious circle of friends, and her flourishing fields to keep her busy. When a handsome corporate hotshot blazes

into town on a mission to buy her farm out from under her, however, Bea panics. This hot, silver-tongued stranger is

way too smooth, and knows exactly what he wants.

Play for keepsPlay for keeps
Ambition drives the charming and relentless Harrison Riley. The hidden scars of an impoverished childhood have

sent the high-powered businessman chasing wealth and prestige. Harry knows that acquiring the Palmer Family

Farm as a special favor for his eccentric billionaire boss will push him to the pinnacle of his career. Only one problem.

He never counted on running up against a stubborn, sexy farmgirl with long tanned legs, sparkling brown eyes...and

spectacular peaches. When two dreams collide, only one of them can win — unless! — the unthinkable happens, and

love changes everything...

Author-sister duo, New York Times bestseller Gaelen Foley and exciting newcomer, Jaz Kennedy, welcome you toAuthor-sister duo, New York Times bestseller Gaelen Foley and exciting newcomer, Jaz Kennedy, welcome you to

Harmony Falls in the lush Laurel Mountains of Pennsylvania. If you love heartfelt small town romance filled withHarmony Falls in the lush Laurel Mountains of Pennsylvania. If you love heartfelt small town romance filled with

love and laughter, Harmony Falls will make you feel right at home.love and laughter, Harmony Falls will make you feel right at home.
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Praise for Gaelen Foley:Praise for Gaelen Foley:

“A joyful read. Foley’s storytelling is so even and consistently entertaining – and her lovers so warm and attractive –
that it’s easy to get lost in the romance. And that’s the best gift a writer of happily-ever-after love stories can give her
readers.” ~Lifetime TV Books Blog

“A charming, heartwarming love story.” ~RT Book Reviews
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